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S1. The El Portalón site stratigraphic and cultural sequence

The El Portalón cave is an archaeological site in the Sierra de Atapuerca (Burgos, Spain;
Fig. S1), a region well known for its Early and Middle Pleistocene sites [1,2], but more recent
excavations have shown that it also presents a rich and varied archaeological record [3–5].
Previous studies have been successful in obtaining ancient DNA from faunal remains in the
El Portalón cave [6,7].
The El Portalón cave spans the Late Pleistocene to the Holocene and it is during this later
period that the cave became one of the main entrances to the Cueva Mayor-Cueva del Silo
karst (Fig. S1). Recent excavations at the El Portalón have revealed a stratigraphic
sequence starting in the Late Pleistocene and showing evidence of human occupation
throughout the Holocene. [3] reported detailed radiocarbon dates for the entire stratigraphy
ranging from 30,000 BP to 1,000 BP. Two major sedimentary phases are observed in the El
Portalón archaeological record, the lower phase comprises sediments from the Late
Pleistocene and has a significant paleontological record and sparse Upper Palaeolithic
human artifacts. The upper phase corresponds to the Holocene and is characterized by dark
archaeological sediments with abundant archaeological artifacts. The Holocene phase
includes Mesolithic, Neolithic, Chalcolithic, Bronze Age, Iron Age, Roman and Medieval
periods of human occupation. The palaeoenvironmental data obtained from the speleothem
record [8], are of great importance because of the scarcity of this type of information
regarding the Upper Palaeolithic, Mesolithic and Neolithic cultural periods in the interior of
the Iberian Peninsula. In addition to its vast cultural/technological and faunal remains, a
series of burials have been identified in the Chalcolithic period. These burials are often
accompanied with grave goods, such as pottery and small animal bones in anatomical
position, most commonly sheep. The archaeological content combined with direct
radiocarbon dating of the human samples analysed suggest a pre-Bell Beaker Chalcolithic
chronocultural assignation for the burials.

S1.1. Early Chalcolithic (Pre-Bell Beaker) funerary context, Bronze Age and disturbed
layers from the El Portalón cave
The burial phase comprises a tumular stacking of decimetric limestone clasts (Figs. S1 &
S2). The tumulus appears to be of an oval shape and its structure corresponds to a
progressive accumulation of limestone clasts in an agrading (vertical) and prograding
fashion over a basal surface defined by floors that have ceramic "pavements" on which there
are numerous circular small fire pits filled with partially combusted charcoal fragments.
Associated with the fire pits, are nearly complete small ceramic bowls, along with remains of
juvenile individuals of domestic fauna, mainly lambs, in anatomical connection (Fig. S2).
Among the limestone clasts and sometimes lying on the floor, are different human remains,
defining funerary contexts with some archaeological elements typical of grave goods (Fig.
S2).
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For example, within the funerary contexts, there is a large amount of archaeological material
associated to the human remains. Pottery fragments are the most abundant archaeological
remains (50%) and although very fragmented, most of them are simple forms, of which
closed, globular and ovoid shapes prevail. Ornamental decoration is simple and
homogeneous, the motifs are reduced to just a few themes such as cylindrical perforations,
impressions, embossed tablets, simple incised or channelled rope lines or incisions. In
general, most of these decorations are located below the rim (Fig. S2). The pottery types
and decorations, in particular the embossed tablets, are characteristic of the Early
Chalcolithic (Pre-Bell Beaker) phase and common for the Chalcolithic in the Duero Basin [9].

The bone industry collection is composed of nineteen pieces that can be divided into two
functional groups: bone and shaft tools and personal adornment objects. Among the group
of "tools", awls, a gradine, a bipoint, a rod and a spatula with ochre residue have been
identified. Regarding the lithic materials, 260 pieces (3%) associated to the tumulus have
been recovered and with the exception of two polished elements, the rest are from the
carving industry (Fig. S2). The number of adornment objects associated with the funerary
context is very scarce, as only seven remains have been recovered.
Within the tumulus, 3,694 faunal bone remains have been recovered, of which 51.2%
(1,892) have been anatomically and taxonomically identified and the other 48.8% (1,802) are
of undetermined remains (bone fragments or shards). From this large faunal collection,
ovicaprines are the most abundant (Ovis aries and Capra hircus) (41.65%), followed by Bos
taurus (11.15%), Sus domesticus (7.82%), Canis familiaris (1.64%) and Equus sp. (0.9%).
Hunting activity is indicated by the presence of Cervus elaphus, Capreolus capreolus,
Vulpes vulpes, Leporidae indet and a small carnivore. Furthermore, a small percentage of
fish and turtle shells have been identified.
We suggest that the El Portalón pre-Bell Beaker Copper Age funerary barrow is the result of
repetitive burial activities following a similar pattern over time. Each event appears to have
disturbed a previous funerary context. In addition, the collapse of a large part of the roof of
the cavity during this period and its later use as a habitat and animal stable seemed to have
contributed to the disturbance of some of the funerary structures. Under such events, human
bone remains are a common occurrence, and grave goods elements often appear scattered
among the limestone blocks of the tumular structure (Fig. S2).
Chalcolithic funerary practices in El Portalón were prolonged over six generations (ca. 150
yr), creating a collective but not simultaneous burial site. The continuous use of this space
has altered the primary burials, displacing and scattering the bones; usually only isolated
bones or small bone sets remain at different levels of anatomical connection.
In this tumular funerary structure, we have discerned human remains from a minimum of
eight individuals (three adults and five subadults). In just one case, we have found a
practically intact burial and the skeleton of the individual with grave goods (Fig. S2). The rest
are isolated and partially articulated bones found in secondary position. The well-preserved
burial, provides significant information regarding the potential characteristics of the funeral
rites conducted during the Chalcolithic period at this cave (Fig. S2). This burial belongs to a
complete subadult individual found in primary position accompanied by grave goods.
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According to [10], this individual corresponds to a male child of an estimated height of 101
cm and due to the state of tooth eruption, he must have died at around 6-7 years of age.
Macroscopic analysis and computerized axial tomography reveal a set of lesions both on the
cranium and on the long bones, indicating that this individual likely suffered from rickets
and/or scurvy at different stages of his life. The etiology of the two metabolic diseases could
be attributed to an abnormal diet [10].
The boy´s burial was accompanied by different grave goods; for example, his feet, legs,
pelvic area and head were covered by pieces of large fragmented ceramic (Fig. S2). On top
of the body and the ceramic, a covering of green clay was deposited. Comprising part of the
ensemble and also covered by the same clay, a nearly whole calf skeleton (Bos taurus) was
found in anatomical connection. There are substantial amounts of pottery fragments (more
than 200), including all vessel parts (rims, bodies, bases) among the grave goods associated
with this burial. These fragments have allowed for the reconstruction of several vessels,
among which a truncated cone-shaped morphology is notable (Fig. S2).
In addition to the pottery, several tools were found as part of the boy´s grave goods, among
these, the most notable ones were a pedunculated arrowhead, a medial fragment of
bitruncated white flint flake with marks from wear on both blades, a simple honey-colored
flint flake of color with retouching on one of its blades, a quartzite un-retouched spall and a
tubular awl on the left distal tibia of the ovicaprine with beveling on the far end, showing cut
marks and abrasion prints.
The presence of other burials in the excavated area of the tumular structure is reflected by
the existence of sets of human bones (in some cases in anatomical connection). The
minimum number of individuals represented by the bones associated to the funerary tumulus
(211) is eight: three adults and five subadults including the aforementioned complete child
(6-7 years of age). This makes a total of 8 individuals that have been found within the
funerary tumulus. Note that while we report aDNA recovery from 8 individuals only 5 come
from the tumulus, the others come from the Bronze Age level (n=1) and the clandestine
excavation (n=2), detailed below.
Furthermore, 43 additional human bone fragments have been recovered in Middle Bronze
Age levels at the space known as the Salón del Coro or Galería Principal, which is also part
of the El Portalón site itself.
Finally, in the 2001 field season we identified an area of clandestine excavation in the central
part of Portalón carried out by unknown individuals [3]. From 2001 to 2006 we excavated
this disturbed area in which we founded significant archaeological and paleontological
materials out of their original context, including 91 human bones.

S1.2. Sample provenance and radiocarbon dating
Sixteen human samples were selected from a series of human remains recovered during our
yearly field excavations conducted since the year 2000 to 2012, but only eight of these are
reported in this study (see Table S1). Most samples (n=5) correspond to individuals found in
the Chalcolithic funerary tumulus or Bronze Age levels (n=1), whereas the remaining two
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were recovered from the clandestine pit (see above). However, all samples were directly
radiocarbon dated to the Chalcolithic and Bronze Age (Table S1). The repository of all bone
and tooth remains is the Laboratory of Human Evolution at the University of Burgos (Spain).
The sixteen human samples were radiocarbon dated using accelerator mass spectrometry
(AMS) at Beta Analytic Inc. (Miami, Florida). Calibration to years cal BP was made using
Oxcal v4.2.3 software based on the IntCal13 atmospheric curve [11] (Table S1). From these
sixteen individuals, only eight were successfully sequenced (i.e. at least one library showed
more than 1% human DNA) and only data from these 8 individuals are shown (Table S1).
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S2. Sample preparation, DNA extraction, library construction and
sequencing
We obtained genomic sequence data from bone and tooth samples belonging to 16 ancient
farmers. All samples were prepared in dedicated ancient DNA (aDNA) facilities at the
Evolutionary Biology Center in Uppsala, Sweden.

S2.1. Bone and teeth DNA extraction
The first millimeter of the bones and teeth was abraded using a Dremel™ tool and then
ground into powder using a multitool drill (Dremel™). Approximately 250mg of this
bone/tooth powder was used for DNA extraction following three silica-binding methods ([12–
14] with modifications as in [15]). We made between 2 and 5 DNA extractions for each
sample. All extractions were done in batches of eight including 7 samples and one extraction
blank.
S2.2. Sequencing Library Building
Given the degraded nature of ancient DNA (highly fragmented), we constructed DNA
libraries by skipping the initial nebulization step.
Twenty microliters of extracted DNA were converted into Illumina multiplex sequencing
libraries (blunt end ligation method), following [16]. One to two libraries per extract were built
resulting in a total of 2-6 libraries per individual. DNA libraries were enriched by amplifying 6
PCR reactions for each library. Library amplification was carried out in a final volume of 25μl
using AmpliTaq Gold® DNA Polymerase (Life Technologies) with a final concentration of 1X
Gold Buffer, 2.5 mM Magnesium Chloride, 250μM dNTP (each), 3μl of DNA library, 0.2μM
IS4
PCR
primer
(5’AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGCTCTT
3’)
and
0.2μM
indexing
primer
(5’CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATxxxxxxxGTGACTGGAGTTCA GACGTGT, where x is
one of 228 different 7bp indexes provided in [16] and 0.1 U/μl of AmpliTaq Gold. Two
negative controls were added in each PCR. Cycling conditions were performed as follows: a
12 min activation step at 94 ºC, followed by 8-15 cycles of 30 s at 94 ºC, 30 s at 60 ºC, 45 s
at 72 ºC, with a final extension of 10 min at 72 ºC. The number of cycles was different for
each sample and varied between 8 and 15. All 6 PCR reactions were pooled and purified
using the AMPure XP (Agencourt-Beckman Coulter A63881) following the manufacturer’s
guidelines. After amplification, the concentration and size profiles of the purified libraries
were determined on a Bioanalyzer 2100 using the High Sensitivity DNA chip (Agilent) for
DNA visualization. None of the extraction or PCR blanks showed signals of DNA on agarose
gels and Bioanalyzers and were therefore not furthered sequenced.
Finally, all libraries were pooled at equimolar concentrations and shotgun sequenced
(100bp, paired end) on Illumina’s HiSeq2000 platform at the SNP & SEQ technology
platform SciLife Sequencing Centre in Uppsala. The initial sequencing of libraries was done
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for screening purposes, where we would select our best libraries based on human DNA
content and library complexity for further sequencing. Libraries that showed less than 1% of
total human DNA were discarded for further sequence. As a result, only eight out of the initial
16 individuals were used for downstream analyses. Our sequencing effort is summarized in
Dataset S8.

S3. Sequence processing and alignment
Read pairs were merged simultaneously as the adapters were removed using, requiring an
overlap of at least 11 bp and summing up base qualities using MergeReadsFastQ_cc.py
[17]. Merged reads were mapped as single-end reads to the human reference genome
(build 36 and 37) using BWA aln version 0.7.8 [18] with the non-default parameters -n 0.01
-o 2 and disabled seeding as in [19,20]. PCR duplicate reads with identical start and end
coordinates were collapsed into consensus sequences using FilterUniqueSAMCons.py [17].
The effect of potential mapping errors is further minimized by just using known variants (see
Supplementary Material S7). We also remapped ancient comparative data (see
Supplementary Material S7) using the same procedure. We required less than 10%
mismatches to the human reference genome for each read, and discarded reads with a
length of less than 35 bp. The sequences showed deamination pattern towards fragmentends which are characteristic for ancient DNA [21] (Figure S3).

S3.1. Mitochondrial DNA haplogroups
Consensus sequences for the mitochondrial genomes of all samples were called using
mpileup and vcfutils.pl (vcf2fq) from the samtools package [22]. Only reads with a minimum
mapping score of 30, a minimum base quality of 30 and a minimum coverage of 3x were
used to call confident bases for these consensus sequences. We then used haplofind [23]
and PhyloTree Build 16 [24] to assign sequences to known haplogroups.
S3.2. Mitochondrial DNA authentication
We estimated mtDNA contamination by identifying private or near-private (<5% in 311
modern mtDNAs) consensus alleles in each ancient individual [25]. We retained reads with a
minimum mapping score of 30 and positions where coverage was at least 10 and base
quality was 30. We excluded positions where the consensus allele was the C or G in a
transition polymorphism, as these are vulnerable to post-mortem misincorporations. A point
estimate c of mtDNA contamination was estimated by adding the counts of the consensus
and the alternative bases across all sites, assuming independence among positions, where
=Nalternative/(Nconsensus+Nalternative). If no alternative allele was found, we estimated an upper
confidence limit on contamination using a binomial distribution
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where N=Nconsensus+Nalternative, and k=0. We then found the value of c where P=0.05. When
alternative alleles were observed, a 95% confidence interval was computed using a binomial
approximation

Furthermore, we used a Bayesian approach which checks whether mitochondrial reads map
better to the consensus sequence or a reference data set of 311 modern human mtDNAs
[26]. Contamination estimates for high coverage mt genomes were consistent with the
results of the method described above (Table S2).
S3.3. X chromosome based authentication
Since males carry only a single copy of the X chromosome, it can also be used to estimate
contamination. We applied the method introduced in [27] to all male samples in our analysis.
The approach utilizes the fact that contamination would only cause discordant bases at
polymorphic sites while sequencing and mapping error will affect non-polymorphic sites as
well. So by comparing mismatches at SNP sites to the adjacent non-polymorphic sites, an
estimate for contamination can be obtained [27].
Polymorphic transversion sites were obtained from the Iberian population (IBS) of the 1000
genomes project phase 3 [28] using vcftools [29]. Since this population is also a likely source
for contamination, we also estimated allele frequencies from the IBS samples. We excluded
regions of the X chromosome that are homologous to the Y chromosome as well as regions
filtered for mappability (100mer, [30,31]) to avoid ambiguous read mapping. Only reads with
a mapping quality score of 30 or more and bases with a quality of at least 30 were included
in the analysis. Due to the low coverage nature of most samples, we did not filter for read
depth. ANGSD [32] and the R scripts provided with the package were used to apply this
method. Results using all reads (Method 1) and a single read per site (Method 2) are shown
in Table S3.
S3.4. Biological sexing
The biological sex of all individuals was assessed using the ratio of reads mapping to the X
and Y chromosomes (Ry) which is then compared to a reference panel [33]. We restricted
the analysis to sequence alignments with mapping quality of at least 30.
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S4. Mitochondrial analysis
The mitochondrial genome coverage varied between 3.6x and 341x among the 8 individuals.
The number of SNPs that supports each called haplotype varied between 41 and 50 and
they are reported as deviations from the Reconstructed Sapiens Reference Sequence
(RSRS) [34] (Table S4). Six of the consensus sequences lacked sequence data at between
one and seven of the hg defining position for the called haplotype. A few additional mutations
that can be found elsewhere in the mtDNA phylogeny were observed in the sequences.
These were mainly transitions at positions with low coverage, and even though a few of
these may be true mutations, most can probably be attributed to post-mortem deaminations.
Note that polymorphisms reported at np 195, 4769, 8860, 14766 and 16519 are derived in
relation to RSRS but considered ancestral in relation to rCRS [35]
All eight individuals from Atapuerca displayed unique haplotypes (Figure 1B, Table S2, Table
S4). The most abundant haplogroup, U5, was found in three temporally non-overlapping
individuals. Two belonged to subtypes of U5b (U5b3 and U5b1b) and one belonged to U5a
(U5a1c). Note that the U5b1b individual (ATP9) have the T6189C back-mutation but display
the ancestral state for G12618A. Two individuals belonged to H3. They were dated to within
the same time-frame but were not maternally related as one of them carried a T to C
transition at np 12957 classifying it to H3c. The remaining three individuals belonged to the
haplogroups J, K and X (J1c1b1, K1a2b and X2c).
The mitochondrial lineages of the ATP individuals show a heterogeneous ancestry and can
be traced back both to hunter-gatherer (HG) and subsequent farmer contexts (Dataset S2
(external file), Figure S4). The most frequent haplogroup in ATP, U5, is commonly found in
HG groups in Iberia and across Europe and Scandinavia [19,20,36–43]. U5 subhaplogroups
are also found in Neolithic farmer populations in Europe although at lower frequencies
[36,42,44–48]. The remaining four haplogroups found in ATP, H, J, K and X, are present in
other farmer populations from the Neolithic and onwards [20,38,48–50]. In southern Europe
(e.g. Spain, Portugal and Italy), however, haplogroup H is also frequent in Paleolithic and
Mesolithic HG populations [26,36,42].
Even though some haplogroups (U5b and H) are shared between ATP and HGs from
Mesolithic Iberia (southern hunter-gatherers SHG), the general haplogroup composition
between the groups differ [19,36,43] (Dataset S2, Figure S4), similar to the differences
between other farmer and HG populations in Europe[19,20,37–40,48]. None of the
previously investigated Neolithic farmer populations from Iberia have similar haplogroup
distribution as ATP (Dataset S2, Figure S4). These farmer groups also differ from each other
[42,51]. Analysis of haplogroup frequency data have for example shown that early Neolithic
north-eastern Iberian populations cluster with early- and middle Neolithic populations from
central Europe while other Neolithic Iberian populations (from Basque Country and Navarre,
NBQ [42] and Portugal, NPO [36]) share a closer affinity to HG populations [48]. NBQ is the
population that share the largest number of haplogroups with ATP (X, H, J, U5b and K [42]
although the frequencies differ and NBQ also display additional haplogroups (U, T, HV and
I). The Chalcolithic individuals from El Mirador (MIR), a cave located in the same mountain
system as ATP (Sierra de Atapuerca), present a somewhat different haplogroup distribution
than ATP. MIR clusters with early Neolithic Iberians and early and middle Neolithic central
European populations [52]. They lack the U5 subhaplogroups found in ATP and instead
display T2 and U3 [52]. RFLP data from another Chalcolithic population from the Basque
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Country show the same main haplogroups as found in ATP and MIR (38% H, 17% U, 13% J,
21% K and 9% T+X, note that these frequencies are not added to Dataset S2 or to Figure
S4 as they are not generated from sequence data), although the lower resolution of the data
cannot specify which population (ATP or MIR) that it is most similar to [53]. It has further
been suggested that the mt-haplogroup composition of Basque populations differs between
Chalcolithic [53] and historical times (600-700 AD) [54] with increasing frequencies of H anv
V haplotypes and with increasing similarities to present-day western European populations.
The picture of the ancient farmers in Iberia remains unresolved and the limited level of
information retrieved from mitochondrial DNA has not been able to go beyond the above
described observations.
Present-day European populations are genetically quite homogenous in terms of
mitochondrial haplogroup distributions and it is mainly haplogroup frequency differences that
separate different populations. It is therefore not a straightforward process to assess the
potential connections between ATP and specific present-day populations. We note that the
most abundant lineages in the ATP individuals are found in higher frequencies in some
Basque-speaking populations (U5b; [55], and H3; [55,56]) than in other European
populations. Further, several haplotypes have been suggested to be autochthonous to
present-day Basque populations (see e.g. [57–60]). Two of these are J1c1 [61], a lineage
ancestral to the J2c1b1 haplotype in ATP7, and H3c2a [57], a lineage that derives from the
H3 and H3c haplotypes found in ATP17 and ATP12-1420 .
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S5. Y chromosome analysis
A list of informative SNP sites was obtained from AMY-tree v2.1 [62], using a snapshot of
PhylotreeY [63]. We excluded all non-SNP sites, transition sites (to avoid deamination
damage), and A/T and G/C SNPs (to avoid strand misidentification). This left us with 550
sites after filtering. All these sites were checked in ATP12-1420 and ATP2 for bases with a
minimum quality of 30 and a minimum mapping quality of 30. We also excluded sites
showing two different alleles since those are likely sequencing errors or contamination, this
excluded 1 SNP for ATP12-1420 and 14 SNPs for ATP2.

S5.1. ATP2
ATP2 displayed the derived allele for nine Y chromosome markers (Table S5); with all of the
markers providing phylogenetic support for ATP2 belonging to haplogroup H2. These
markers included: L985, L1013 and L1053 (A1); M235, P159 and P187 (F); L279, L281 and
P96 (H2). Previously labeled haplogroup F3, H2 was recently redefined on the basis of an
overlap between the datasets of [64] and [65] [63]. It was found that the two haplogroups, HM69 and F3-M282, shared a root defined by the marker M3035. While only a few H2
individuals have ever been found, the haplogroup appears to have a west Eurasian
distribution; with a low level Middle Eastern presence in modern-day Iran, Turkey, Bahrain,
Kuwait and Qatar (Family Tree DNA, [66]), as well as minor occurrences in modern-day
England, France, Sardinia, Sweden and the Netherlands (Family Tree DNA, [64,65,67]). H2
also seems to occur at low frequencies in Neolithic samples [68].
S5.2. ATP12-1420
ATP12-1420 displayed the derived allele for five Y chromosome markers (Table S6); with all
of the markers providing phylogenetic support for ATP12-1420 belonging to haplogroup
I2a2a. These markers included: L1053 (A1); P124 (IJ); L460 (I2a); L34 and P221 (I2a2a).
While the almost European-specific haplogroup I arose approximately 20000 to 25000 years
ago [67,69], haplogroup I2a2a may have diverged as a subclade, around 15000 years ago
[69], possibly during the recolonization of Europe following the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM).
Unlike the more common subclades of I1 and I2a1, haplogroup I2a2a appears at relatively
low frequencies across much of Europe. Its highest levels (10-12%) are found in modern-day
Germany and the Netherlands, with frequencies of around 5%, notably occurring in parts of
modern-day France as well as Mordvin in the Volga region of central Eastern Europe [69].
Other members of haplogroup I have been discovered previously in ancient individuals; e.g.
I* in Mesolithic Scandinavians [19], I1 in Hungary [70], I2a in Neolithic individuals from
Hungary [71] and France [46], I2a1 in Neolithic Croatia [70] and a late hunter-gatherer from
Sweden [20], and I2a1b in Mesolithic individuals from Luxembourg and Sweden [19].
Other haplogroups found among ancient specimens include C* in Upper Paleolithic Russia
[72] and Mesolithic Spain [73], C6 in Neolithic Hungary [71], E1b1b1 in Neolithic Spain [45],
F* in Neolithic Germany [44] and Neolithic Hungary [70], G2 in Neolithic Hungary [70], G2a
12

in Neolithic France [46], Neolithic Germany [44], Neolithic Hungary [70], Chalcolithic Italy
[74], and Neolithic Spain [45], J2a1 in Bronze Age Hungary [71], K (xLT) in Upper Paleolithic
western Siberia [75], N in Iron Age Hungary [71], R* in south central Upper Paleolithic
Siberia [76], R1a in Neolithic Germany [77], and Neolithic R1b in Germany [78].
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S6. Phenotypic/selection analysis
In order to get an idea about the appearance of our individuals and their allelic status at sites
identified to evolve under selection in modern-day Europeans, we checked reads covering
five specific SNPs and compare them to a Mesolithic Iberian [73]. We only included reads
with a mapping score of at least 30 and sites with a minimum base quality of 30 into the
analysis. A more comprehensive study of selection targets and phenotypes would require a
larger sample size and higher coverage per individual especially since most of these
phenotypes are highly polygenic. Furthermore, we note that the potential post-mortem
damage at transition sites might affect the conclusion of such surveys. Allelic states are
shown in Table S7.
As shown before [99], the inhabitants of the El Portalon cave were probably all lactose
intolerant in adulthood. This suggests a much later spread of this variant that has been the
target of adaptation to a milk-rich diet in modern-day northwestern Europeans which also
occurs at reasonably high frequencies in Northern Spain and Basques [100]. All sequences
for the SLC24A5 (rs1426654) variant showed the derived state in the El Portalon individuals,
which together with two derived variants at SLC45A2 (rs16891982), suggest that the
pigmentation of the Chalcolithic Iberians was lighter than the Mesolithic LaBrana1 individual
who carried the ancestral states at these major pigmentation loci [73].
rs1805007 in MC1R which is associated with red hair and light skin is ancestral in all but one
sequence (out of eleven in all El Portalon individuals) but that single derived base call might
also be due to post-mortem damage. rs12913832, a SNP that explains more than 56% of
the variation between blue and brown eyes [101], has been shown to be derived in the
Mesolithic LaBrana1 [73]. Two of the El Portalon individuals show only ancestral alleles at
this site whereas one individual shows both variants suggesting the individual is heterozygot
at the site. These observations suggest some eye color variation but also a tendency
towards brown eyes in the Chalcolithic Iberians.
To summarize, Chalcolithic Iberian farmers seem to be lactose intolerant as the Mesolithic
inhabitants of the Peninsula. However, their pigmentation was fairer and their eyes were
darker than in the hunter-gatherer LaBrana1.
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S7. Comparative data from modern populations
S7.1. SNP genotype data
The ancient individuals were merged with the SNP genotype calls of the Human Origins data
set [19,79]. For each site and ancient individual, we randomly picked one read with minimum
mapping quality 30 covering that site and used the respective base as allele if its base
quality was 30 or higher. Sites showing indels were excluded. We also excluded all transition
sites to avoid potential post-mortem damage. Ancient individuals used in this study and the
number of SNPs after merging with the human origins data set are shown in Table S8. To
increase power, only El Portalon individuals with more than 20,000 transitions SNPs were
used for all major analyses.

S7.2. Sequence data
VCF and BAM files for the Yoruban individuals sequenced in phase 3 of the 1000 genomes
project [28] were obtained from ftp.1000genomes.ebi.ac.uk. We used vcftools [29] to extract
all SNPs with a minor allele frequency of at least 10% in the Yoruban population and
excluded all transition polymorphisms to avoid potential post-mortem damage. The
remaining 1,938,919 SNPs were merged with the ancient genomes and Denisovans ([80], as
an outgroup) as described above (Table S9).
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S8. Population genetic analysis
S8.1. Principal Component Analysis
To perform principal component analysis of the ancient individuals and the European
populations from the Human Origins data set, we first conducted separate PCAs for the
modern populations using all SNPs and each of the ancient individuals using the merged
SNP data. Procrustes analysis [39,81] was then used to transform each individual's PC1 and
PC2 loadings to the coordinate system of the PCA using all SNPs (setting the original
coordinates of the ancient individual in that PCA to (0,0)). PC1 and PC2 loadings for the
reference individuals were then averaged across all separate analyses. The individual PCAs
for each ancient individual are shown in Figure S5.
A random allele was selected for each heterozygous modern individual, which made the data
set completely homozygous. The smartpca tool (version 10210) of the EIGENSOFT package
[82] was used for all PCAs, randomly excluding one SNP of a pair of SNPs with a linkage
disequilibrium of r2>0.7. Figure 1C shows kernel densities of the locations of modern
populations with at least 10 individuals in the PC1-PC2 space. The 90% distribution range of
these populations was estimated using the R package adehabitat [83] and plotted using
GNU R [84].
We repeated this analysis including North African populations in order to look for any
additional component of the Iberian farmers to modern North Africans (Figure S6). PC1
separates North Africans from Europeans while PC2 seems to be correlated with the amount
of Near Eastern ancestry. All ancient samples line up along this gradient with one extreme in
Druze and the other in Mesolithic Europeans. Farmers from El Portalon and Sweden are
slightly shifted towards hunter-gatherers in comparison to central European farmers. The
PCA suggests no additional North African ancestry in any of the ancient farmers.
An additional PCA including modern populations from the Caucasus was conducted since
ADMIXTURE results (Supplementary Material S9) suggest some Eastern ancestry in some
samples. PC1 correlates largely with Near Eastern ancestry with Druze and Mesolithic
Europeans as the two extremes (Figure S7). PC2 has Sardinians and Tajiks as extremes
suggesting some correlation with longitude. Ancient farmers group around Sardinians and
the Chalcolithic El Portalon individuals form a line between Sardinians and Basques
whereas central European farmers are shifted towards Near Eastern populations. There is
no specific affinity to modern-day Caucasian populations for any of the ancient individuals.
S8.2. Outgroup f3-statistics
We calculated an an outgroup f3-statistic ([76,79], f3(O; A, B)) in order to obtain a
measurement of genetic relationship between two populations which is independent of an
excess of drift in either of the populations. The statistic was calculated as:
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where pO is the allele frequency of the reference allele (arbitrarily chosen among the two
alleles present at locus i) and nO is the number of gene copies in population O (the outgroup)
at locus i, with corresponding notations for populations A and B. In the absence of admixture
with the outgroup (which we assume is the case), we expect the value of the statistic to be
positive. A positive deviation from zero will be a function of the shared genetic history of two
populations A and B in their unrooted population history with the outgroup O.
S8.3. D-statistics
To test deviations from a tree like population topology, we estimated the D-statistics [79]:

where piA is the frequency of one allele (arbitrarily chosen from the two alleles present) in
population A at marker i. Numerator and denominator are summed across all n markers, we
then obtained standard errors by performing a block jackknife over blocks of 500 SNPs in
the genome. Significant deviations from 0 can be interpreted as deviations from a tree like
population history of the form (A,B)(X,Y) due to gene flow, where positive values suggest
excess affinity between A and X and/or Y and B and negative values excess affinity between
A and Y and/or B and X. Using an outgroup population (e.g. chimpanzee or Sub-Saharan
Africans) as population A narrows these options down to gene flow between B and X (in
case of positive values) or between B and Y (if values are negative).

S8.4. Diversity estimates
To obtain an estimate of population diversity, we estimated a scaled diversity for all ancient
populations with at least two contemporary individuals [20]. We require two different
individuals since low coverage sequencing does not allow to call heterozygous sites
confidently and we do not know whether particular individuals might be the result of recent
inbreeding which would cause lower diversity estimates. We only used the transition-free
merged sequence data set and not the genotype data in order to avoid ascertainment bias,
post-mortem damage and to increase the number of sites. For each SNP site ascertained in
the Yoruban population, we randomly sampled one read from each ancient individual. Our
diversity estimate is the average number of mismatches across all sites with coverage in
both individuals. We estimated standard errors for this statistic using a block jackknife
procedure over blocks of 500 SNPs.
Diversity was estimated for all sites or cultures with two reasonably contemporary individuals
and decent coverage: sites Ajvide (using Ajv58 and Ajv70), Motala (Motala12 and Motala1),
Gökhem (Gok2 and Gok4), El Portalón (ATP2 and ATP12-1420) and the culture Alföld Linear
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Pottery (ALP; NE1 and NE5). This procedure was chosen to avoid the effects of potential
inbreeding. The Scandinavian hunter-gatherers show the lowest diversity of all groups
whereas the Scandinavian farmers from Gökhem are intermediate between those and the
central European and Iberian farmers (Figure S9). Generally, farmers show a higher diversity
than hunter-gatherers which is consistent with previous results and might be attributed to the
increased carrying capacity of farming groups and/or the admixture with hunter-gatherers
[19,20].
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S9. Admixture graph inference
We inferred a bifurcating population history that allows for directed pulse admixture events
using TreeMix v1.12 [98]. TreeMix estimates a maximum-likelihood tree from the covariance
matrix of allele frequencies and then adds migration edges to account for residual
covariance. We selected the high coverage Denisovan genome (used as root), Yorubans
from the 1000 genomes project (used for SNP ascertainment), MA1 (as representative of
ancient North Eurasians) and the highest coverage individual from each of the ancient
European groups (ATP2, Gok2, Ajv58, NE1, Loschbour, Stuttgart, Motala12, Iceman,
LaBrana)[19,20,71,73,74]. Overlapping sequence data was available for these individuals at
396,797 transversion SNPs. Since all groups were represented by single individuals,
correction for low samples sizes was turned off (-noss) and standard errors were estimated
using blocks of 500 SNPs. All graphs in all settings were estimated with 100 different random
seeds. The majority of runs (between 75% and 90% for all models) supported the results we
discuss below.
The maximum-likelihood tree without migration edges clearly shows that early European
farmers and late hunter-gathers form two distinct groups, with a further split of the huntergathers into a Western (Loschbour, LaBrana) and a Scandinavian clade (Motala12,
Ajvide58) which is consistent with previous results [19,20]. The Upper Paleolithic Siberian
MA1 forms an outgroup to these European groups.
The highest residual covariance of the maximum-likelihood exists between MA1 and
Motala12 which is resolved by the first migration edge from Motala12 into MA1 (45.6%).
Shared ancestry between these two groups was observed before, and it is unclear if this
shared ancestry represents migration from the east followed by admixture [19] or clinal
shared ancestry across Eurasia in the Paleolithic without direction. The second migration
event is indicated from Ajv58 into Gok2 (32.5%), a signal that has been reported before [20],
but we can confirm that the Scandinavian Neolithic hunter-gatherers are better
representatives for the source of this migration into Scandinavian Neolithic farmers than
Scandinavian Mesolithic hunter-gatherers. The third migration edge accounts for shared
ancestry between common ancestor of Loschbour and LaBrana, and ATP2 (30.0%). The
observation that the hunter-gatherer related ancestry into Gok2 and ATP2 originates from
different sources is consistent with the results of D-tests (e.g. D(Mbuti, ATP2; Ajv58,
Loschbour) > 0, |Z| > 3). The fourth migration event models admixture from Ajv58 into
Iceman (18.7%) (Figure S10). Allowing for higher number of migrations did not produce any
significant migration edges.
To summarize, we observe several migration edges from hunter-gatherer source populations
into farming groups (Table S10). Notably, these sources differ for the farmer populations
suggesting that several local admixture events happened. Chalcolithic and Scandinavian
Neolithic farmers (ATP2, Gok2, Iceman, which are all dated to approx. 5000 BP) seem to
harbor a higher proportion of hunter-gather related ancestry than the first Neolithic farmers of
central and eastern Europe (Stuttgart, NE1).
We note that some of the remaining runs led to graphs with better likelihoods (no topology
occurred in more than 4% of all runs). Two common migrations in these cases were into or
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from Yorubans and admixture from basal hunter-gathers (LaBrana, Loschbour) into more
basal farming populations (ATP2, Gok2, Iceman) with a back-migration from Gok2 into Ajv58
to account for their residual shared ancestry among those two. Migrations involving
Yorubans do not affect our general conclusions whereas the latter observation suggests a
slightly different picture of a general admixture among both groups probably in central or
Eastern Europe followed by local admixture in Scandinavia. An excess of shared ancestry
between Gok2 and Ajv58 is consistent with the results of the D-tests. However, the D
statistics also show that Gok2 and ATP2 have higher affinities to hunter-gatherers than
Iceman which would not be consistent with these rare outlier TreeMix results.
The temporal differences between the Neolithic and Chalcolithic samples account for more
than 1,000 years and they might have an influence on admixture estimates since more time
for potential admixture had passed for the Chalcolithic individuals. Therefore, we repeated
the TreeMix analysis only using the almost contemporary Gok2, Iceman, ATP2 and the
Chalcolithic Hungarian CO1 as representatives for farmers, and Ajv58, LaBrana and
Loschbour as representatives for hunter-gatherer populations. The Denisovan genome and
Yorubans were included as outgroups. The merged data set contained 348,663 transversion
SNPs without missing data in any of these samples. TreeMix was run as described above
but migrations were inferred in a more supervised version as we pre-defined migration
events from all hunter-gatherers into all Chalcolithic farmers (-cor_mig with starting value
0.0). The 12 migration events are all significant (Table S11, p<0.05) and the results are
qualitatively similar to the results of the unsupervised analysis:
1. All four farmers receive significant hunter-gatherer ancestry from different
source populations indicating that admixture happened continuously in different
parts of Europe during and after the spread of farming.
2. Gok2 receives the highest total percentage of hunter-gatherer related ancestry
(~32%), followed by ATP2 (~28%), Iceman (~23%) and CO1 (~20%). Which
confirms that all these groups are substantially admixed and it seems like
populations at the fringe of the Neolithic expansions mixed to a greater extent
than farmer groups in central and eastern Europe.
3. As suggested by the unsupervised analysis, Gok2 and Iceman likely mixed
with a population related to Ajv58, whereas ATP2 receives similar proportions of
genetic material from LaBrana and Loschbour. CO1 receives similar proportions
from Ajv58 and LaBrana, and a little less from Loschbour. One possible
explanation for the latter observation might be that we do not have huntergatherer samples from Eastern Europe which would be better representatives for
the populations that mixed with the Hungarian samples.
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S10. Model-based clustering
Individuals were clustered using an unsupervised clustering algorithm as implemented in
ADMIXTURE [85]. ADMIXTURE assigns proportions of each individual's genome to one of K
(user defined number of clusters) ancestral populations. We included all Western Eurasian
and North African populations from the Human Origins data set [19,79] and all Mesolithic,
Neolithic and Chalcolithic individuals with more than 0.3x genome coverage.
All ancient individuals were merged with the Human Origins data (as described in
Supplementary Material S7). The data set was then thinned for linkage disequilibrium using
PLINK 1.07 [86]. Pairwise LD was calculated in windows of 200 SNPs with a step size of 25
SNPs and an r2 threshold of 0.4. We explored between 2 and 15 clusters using 50 replicates
per K. Common signals between the different replicates for K between 2 and 15 were
identified using the LargeKGreedy mode of CLUMPP [87]. Clustering was visualized using
distruct [88].
Our results for modern populations are highly consistent with previous studies of Eurasian
population structure [19,89–91]. For low numbers of clusters, we first see a distinction of
Eastern Asia followed by additional clusters in Southern and Western Asia as well as North
Africa (K=2 to K=7). K=8 introduces a new cluster which occurs in substantial frequency in
the Caucasus and Kalash, but also in low levels for different European populations. This
component is likely related to the ancient North Eurasian component identified by [19] which
might have been introduced during the Bronze Age [68,92]. We chose to display K=10 in the
main paper (Figure 3) since it is the lowest value of K to show a clear distinction between the
Mesolithic European hunter-gatherer component (blue, modal in Northern Europeans), early
farmers (orange, modal in Sardinians), North Africans (yellow) and distinct Near Eastern
ancestry (white). Higher values of K work out more regional population structure in different
parts of Eurasia.
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S11. Affinity with other populations
In order to resolve the relationship of the four higher coverage El Portalón individuals (ATP2,
ATP9, ATP12-1420, ATP9), we conducted D-tests [79,93] to test different tree topologies. We
report tests with |Z|>2 as significant but we have to note that this threshold would not imply
significance if we would correct for multiple testing and, thus, we likely report some false
positives. Consistent patterns among related populations (which could be grouped to reduce
multiple tests), however, suggest genuine signals in many cases.
S11.1. Relationship to other early European farmers
PCA (Figure 1C) suggests slightly greater genetic similarities between the Portalón
individuals and Gok2. We also used D-tests to check whether the Iberian early farmers and
the Scandinavian early farmer form a group to the exclusion of central European early
farmers. The results are shown in Dataset S3. Only two out of 12 topologies of the shape
(Mbuti, Central European early farmer; Portalón, Gok2) were rejected (|Z|>2) so most of
them are consistent with the data. Both of the topologies that are rejected involve Iceman as
outgroup (D(Mbuti, Iceman; ATP9, Gok2), Z=2.56 and D(Mbuti, Iceman; ATP2, Gok2),
Z=3.30) and are rejected because of additional affinity between Iceman and Gok2. This
result is likely caused by a similar source of the hunter-gatherer admixture in Gok2 and
Iceman.
However, when we test topologies of the shape (Mbuti, Gok2; Portalón, Central European
early farmer) or (Mbuti, Portalón; Gok2, Central European early farmer) we need to take into
account that these tests will be highly affected by the different hunter-gatherer components,
especially in Late Neolithic/Chalcolithic individuals that contain a greater fraction HG
ancestry. We restrict such tests to later farmers (Chalcolithic and Scandinavian Neolithic
farmers, all dated to about 5000 years BP). Three topologies out of eight with Gok2 as
outgroup are rejected but only one of them (D(Mbuti, Gok2; ATP2, CO1), Z=-2.74) because
of affinities between Gok2 and a Portalón individual. The remaining two topologies are
rejected because of the affinities between Iceman and Gok2 (D(Mbuti, Gok2; ATP9, Iceman),
Z=2.69 and D(Mbuti, Gok2; ATP9, Iceman), Z=2.07). Furthermore, only one out of eight
topologies with a Portalón individual as an outgroup is not consistent with the data (D(Mbuti,
ATP2; Gok2, Iceman), Z=-2.6). Consequently, most topologies including only later farmers
are consistent with the data and D-tests do not give a clear picture whether Gok2 and
Portalón individuals form a separate group from Chalcolithic central European farmers. This
could be due to a lack of resolution and power (low coverage data from single individuals) or
because the population structure of Neolithic Europe is more complicated than suggested by
the PCA.
S11.2. Relationship to ancient European hunter-gatherer populations
Admixture from hunter-gatherers into incoming farmers has been shown in Scandinavia and
Central Europe [19,20]. It remains an open question whether this admixture was a single
event, most likely in South-Eastern Europe or whether mixing between the groups was
ubiquitous in different parts of Europe. Our analysis using admixture graphs suggests
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different sources for the admixture into Iberian, Central European and Scandinavian farmers
(Supplementary Material S9). To test different sources of hunter-gatherer admixture into
early farmers, we conducted D-tests of the shape D(Mbuti, farmer; hunter-gatherer 1, huntergatherer 2). In this case we used – as others before [68,92] - KO1 (individual found in a
farming context) as a proxy for Hungarian hunter-gatherers since he grouped with Mesolithic
individuals in all other analyses. The results are shown in Dataset S4. The highest proportion
of Mesolithic ancestry in the Portalón individuals seems to be related to central European
hunter-gatherers (KO1, Loschbour) and not to the geographically close LaBrana (several |Z|
>2). Central European farmers (CO1, Iceman, NE1) exclude only Mesolithic Scandinavians
(Motala12) as a possible source so it seems likely that their admixture happened in Central
Europe as well. Surprisingly, Mesolithic Scandinavians (Motala12) are excluded as a
possible source of admixture into the Scandinavian farmer Gok2 whereas all other huntergatherer groups (including the Neolithic Scandinavian Ajv58) are consistent with the data.
This suggests multiple admixture events into Scandinavian farmers which happened in
different parts of Europe. However, we note that the currently available data does not allow
us to detect a strong population structure in Mesolithic Europe. Only Scandinavia seems to
be an outlier from a relatively uniform Mesolithic population.
Since the analysis above was based on only ~100,000 transversion SNPs per individual
(from the Human Origins array), we might have limited power to detect significant
differences. To increase that power, we utilized the sequence data used for the admixture
graph analysis (Supplementary Material S9) and conducted a similar analysis. This allows us
to use up to 1.9 million transversion SNPs per comparison. In this case, we tested
D(Yorubans, farmer; hunter-gatherer 1, hunter-gatherer 2) with five different farmers and four
hunter-gatherers (Table S12). The main results are similar although some signals are
clearer. ATP2 and even the Scandinavian farmer Gok2 exclude Motala12 as potential source
of admixture (|Z|>2.2). In the case of ATP2, all other hunter-gatherers (Loschbour (|Z|=4.5),
LaBrana (|Z|=2.9) but also Ajv58 (|Z|=2.2) exclude Motala but not each other (|Z|<2)) are
possible sources, whereas Gok2 seems to obtain most of its hunter-gatherer ancestry from a
population related to Ajv58 (|Z|>2.4). The source of admixture into the Tyrolean Iceman is
also more likely Ajv58 than Loschbour or Motala12 (|Z|>2.1) which is consistent with the
results of Treemix (Supplementary Material S9). Furthermore, these results suggest that the
Neolithic Scandinavian hunter-gatherer Ajv58 is closer to the different early farmers than the
Mesolithic Scandinavian Motala12 (|Z|>2.2 for all but NE1 and Stuttgart), likely as a
consequence of hunter-gatherer gene flow into Chalcolithic and Scandinavian Neolithic
farmers. NE1 and Stuttgart are the oldest farmers in this analysis and they also consistently
showed the lowest proportion of HG-related ancestry in all of our analyses. NE1 shows no
exclusive affinities to any of the hunter-gatherers (|Z|<1.97) while Stuttgart only shows higher
affinities to LaBrana than to Ajv58 (|Z|=2.21).
In order to measure the enrichment of HG-related ancestry in farmers over time, we
calculated f4 statistics of the shape (Yoruban, ref_HG; ref_farmer, farmer) for the ancient
individuals merged with sequence data, and correlated it with the age of the individuals
(Figure 2B). We chose ref_HG to be one European Mesolithic individual with more than 1x
sequencing depth and ref_farmer as one early Neolithic farmer from central Europe requiring
more than 1x sequencing depth. We show the results using Loschbour and Stuttgart as
references in the main text since they are the highest coverage individuals. Using different
reference individuals or genotype data, however, had no substantial influence on the
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qualitative results, but it also suggests that Mesolithic Scandinavian hunter-gatherers are a
poorer fit for the HG-related component in most farmers (Table S13).
S11.3. Affinity to modern-day North African populations
The geographic proximity of Iberia to Northern Africa opens up possibilities to migrations
across the Strait of Gibraltar. In fact, farming reached Northern Africa and Southern Spain
long before Northern Iberia, and modern Iberian populations show a significant proportion of
North African ancestry [94]. Admixture estimates and outgroup f3 statistics do not support a
strong contribution of North African populations to the individuals of El Portalón. Modern-day
North Africans are highly admixed with contributions from Europe, sub-Saharan Africa, the
Near East [95] and Neandertals [96], and the level of admixture vary among groups. In order
to avoid other components in reference populations from confounding the D-tests, we
assume that all early European farmers contain the same Near Eastern component (which is
also found in North Africa to some degree) and conduct D-test in the form of (Mbuti, modernday North African; ancient farmer 1, ancient farmer 2). We use Mozabite, Saharawi, Algerian,
Tunisian and Burbur as representatives of modern-day North African populations since the a
particular ancestry component (the ‘North African component’) is maximized in these groups
in the admixture analysis (Dataset S1). These analyses (Dataset S5) demonstrate that ATP2
and ATP12-1420 have similar genetic affinities to North Africans as Central European early
farmers have (|Z|<1.4). However, ATP16 shows higher affinities to North Africa than other
ancient farmers (|Z|>2 for NE1, CO1 and Iceman), suggesting that there was at least some
contribution from North Africa ~5,000 years ago (in one out of eight Portalón individuals).
Surprisingly, ATP9 shows the lowest North African affinity of all ancient farmers (all D(Mbuti,
North African; ATP9, other farmer)>0, Z>2 for Iceman, Gok2, Stuttgart). Since ATP9 also
represents the youngest individual (Bronze Age) in the analysis, we suspect that this is the
result of increased admixture with other European groups in the Bronze age, which
contained less North African or Near Eastern ancestry. Generally, genomic data from
Neolithic North Africans is needed to solve the question whether there was a strong Neolithic
African contribution to the Iberian Neolithic population.

S11.4. Relationship to modern-day Spanish populations
The PCA (Figure 1C) and outgroup f3 statistics indicate that the El Portalón cluster close to
modern Spanish populations but they also show general affinities with southwestern
Europeans. The closest group on the Iberian Peninsula are Basques (both people living in
the Basque country, Pais Vasco, and self-identifying Basques from France and Spain). This
supports the observation from PCA and ADMIXTURE that Basques are closely related to the
Chalcolithic farmers in the region. We conducted additional D-tests to check if Basques
(Spanish Basques, French Basques and people from Pais Vasco) and El Portalón
individuals form a group to the exclusion of other modern Spanish populations (Dataset S6).
ATP2 groups exclusively with the Basque populations, all other ingroups are rejected (Z>2.5,
corresponding to a FDR<0.01, [97]) and using all other Spanish populations as an outgroup
for the grouping of ATP2 and Basques is consistent with the data. Only one (out of 36)
topology of the shape (Mbuti, Basque; other Spanish, ATP12-1420) is not rejected (using
Aragon instead of Pais Vasco as ingroup, Z=1.92). Aragon is an autonomous community in
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the North of Spain, likely with more shared ancestry with Basques compared to groups from
other regions. Furthermore, (Mbuti, Galicia; ATP12-1420, Basque_French) (Z=-2.06) and
(Mbuti, Galicia; ATP12-1420, Pais Vasco) (Z=-2.23) are rejected because of additional
affinity between ATP12-1420 and Galicians. Galicians as an outgroup are still the better fit
since the reversed topology is strongly rejected (|Z|>4). All 36 topologies with Basques as an
outgroup to ATP16 are rejected. However, the small African contribution to ATP16 (see
above) might be the cause of the rejection of several topologies (with Andalucia, Aragon,
Baleares, Castilla La Mancha, Castillay Leon, Cataluna, Galicia, Murcia as outgroups to
(Basques, ATP16), |2|<Z<|3|) since most modern Spanish populations carry more North
African ancestry than Basques. Due to the lower coverage (0.41x compared to >1x for ATP2,
ATP12-1420, and ATP16) and the high similarity among Spanish populations, we excluded
ATP9 from this analysis since most topologies were consistent for ATP9 (probably due to a
lack of power).
To conclude, most topologies grouping the El Portalón individuals with Basques (to the
exclusion of other Iberian groups) are consistent with the data. There are, however, some
exceptions which can be attributed to three reasons: (i) heterogeneity among the El Portalón
individuals from different centuries, (ii) the complex admixture history of different Spanish
populations and (iii) the fact that – despite all similarity – Basques probably do not represent
absolute continuity since the Chalcolithic people who lived in El Portalón.
To gain more insights into the relationship of ancient farmers to modern-day Basques and to
utilize the additional power obtained from sequence data, we extracted five unrelated
individuals from the Basque Country (Pais Vasco) from the 1000 genomes data (phase 3
[28], downloaded from ftp.1000genomes.ebi.ac.uk). These individuals are the same as some
of those genotyped for the Human Origins data. The data was merged with Yorubans (for
SNP ascertainment) and five ancient farmers as described in Supplementary Material S7.
We then calculated D statistics of topologies (Yorubans, Spanish_Pais_Vasco; ATP2, early
European farmer) in order to test whether the Chalcolithic El Portalón farmers represent the
closest early farmers to modern-day Basques. The results are shown in Dataset S1. The
results confirm that people living in Basque Country today are genetically more similar to El
Portalón farmers than to the early Neolithic farmers (NE1, Stuttgart, |Z|>2.3 for all but ATP9
vs. Stuttgart). Basques also show higher affinity to El Portalón farmers than to later farmers
(CO1, Iceman), these signals are only significant for the highest coverage Portalón individual
(ATP2, |Z| >2), but the results from eight out of nine comparisons involving the other
Portalón individuals point in the same direction (Dataset S1). Consistent with the PCA results
(Figure 1C), Gok2 shows similar affinities with Basques when contrasted to the El Portalon
farmers. The sign of the D statistic even suggests that Basques might be slightly closer to
Gok2 (Z < 1.6). It is however unlikely that Gok2 contributed directly and substantially to
modern Basques based on geography, and this particular (non-significant) indication is more
likely to be cased by similar ratio of HG- and farmer-related components in Gok2 as in
modern-day Basques.
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S11.5. Relationship to other modern-day South-Western Europeans
Our results from ADMIXTURE, PCA and outgroup f3 statistics suggest that the El Portalón
farmers are also closely related to other modern populations South-Western Europe namely
Sardinians and French_South. We extended the analysis of S11.4 to these populations by
testing different tree topologies with Basques, Sardinians and French_South as in- and
outgroup.
Most topologies involving Sardinians were rejected. They were not consistent as an
outgroup with French_South, Basque_Spanish, Basque_French and Pais Vasco being the
ingroup. They were also rejected as an ingroup when French_South, Basque_Spanish,
Basque_French and Pais Vasco (only for ATP2, but not ATP16 or ATP12-1420) were the
outgroup. This suggests that the complex admixture patterns among these Southern
Europeans are not consistent with a tree-like history.
The pattern for French_South is different since most topologies are accepted. French_South
are rejected as both outgroup and ingroup when Sardinians are the other modern-day
populations. Only one other topology is rejected: (Mbuti, Pais Vasco; French_South, ATP2).
This likely shows power limitations due to the small sample size for the French and ancient
populations. All results are shown in Dataset S7. The results generally confirm the strong
affinity of the El Portalón farmers with modern-day South-Western Europe.
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S12. Neolithization and Language
The Neolithic cultures appear in the Iberian Peninsula around 7,500 cal BP as a result of
dispersal of human groups along the Mediterranean coastal areas and (eventually) visible as
the Cardial culture in the western part of the Mediterranean (e.g. [102,103]). According to
[104](see also papers in [105]) and others (e.g [106,107]), the dispersal of the Neolithic
communities was related to the spread of Indo-European languages to Europe. However,
this model (the Anatolian Hypothesis) coexists with a number of competing models. In
particular, other models have placed the origin of Indo-European languages (or Proto-IndoEuropean) in the East, North of the Caspian and Black Seas, and in a chronologically
younger period (often termed the Steppe Hypothesis, [108,109]). The recently confirmed
eastern migration of human groups (linked to the Yamnaya group) into Europe around 4500
cal BP [68] has been interpreted as evidence for the Steppe Hypothesis, but the population
movement is also consistent with a secondary expansion under the Anatolian Hypothesis.
The linguistic implications of this are still under debate [106,110–112](e.g. [106,110–112]).
There are a number of different linguistic scenarios consistent with these genetic results,
although as always it is difficult to associate genetic information confidently with
archaeological groups or language families (see e.g. [68,113,114]). The Basque language
(Euskara) is a linguistic isolate [115], and is believed to be the last surviving pre-IndoEuropean language in Western Europe ([116], see papers in [114]). The only known
precursor to Basque is Aquitanian, reported during the Roman empire and spoken in
southwest Gaul, the Pyrenees, and some adjoining areas [114,116]. This language is clearly
related to Basque, but is probably a relative rather than the direct ancestor [115]. Basque
has always been a magnet for extravagant linguistic speculation, but the hypothesis of
Paleolithic roots of Basque is most wide accepted on the groups on the grounds of
explanatory parsimony, and in the absence of adequate evidence for other hypotheses
[115,116].
One intriguing suggestion is that the Basque language exhibits similarities to the pre-Roman
language of Sardinia (Paleosardo) [117–119] based on, for example, place-names on
Sardinia. The number of linguistic forms is small, but this is particularly interesting given
Sardinians and Basques are the two modern populations with the highest genetic proportion
of early farmer ancestry [19,20,74,77,120]. Contacts between Iberia and Sardinia in the
Neolithic are indicated by recent studies of Obsidian artifacts [121], facilitated by maritime
(and coastal) movement [102,103]. This suggests the Basque might be the remnant of a
much larger Vasconic speaking area, suggesting a the possibility that language family
spread along with the first farmers. If so it would be tempting to suppose that it was the only
language of the first farmers, which would support the Steppe Hypothesis of Indo-European
origins over the Anatolian Hypothesis.
Language isolates are however not uncommon outside of Europe. Of the approximately 350
language families in the world, 121 of are isolates [115]. The existence of such isolates is not
really surprising given the highly skewed of linguistic diversity, and isolates are sporadically
encountered embedded within the ranges of most large language families worldwide (e.g.
[122]). Within the Indo-European languages, the Greek, Armenian and Albanian subgroups
are also (near) isolates, consistent with the prediction of the Anatolian Hypothesis that the
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center of linguistic diversity in Europe would coincide with the entry points of the first farmers
(and not contradicted by [68]). It is not implausible that Basque is an indigenous language
that expanded in place after adoption of agriculture, or that Basque entered Europe
alongside these other Indo-European languages. There is some hope that advances in
Proto-Basque reconstruction will shed light onto these issues. Proposals of linguistic
similarities between the Basque and other languages must however be evaluated with
caution [114].
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Figure S1: Location of the El Portalón archaeological site. (A and B) Panoramic views of the
Sierra de Atapuerca with indication of the major archaeological sites including El Portalón.
(C) Simplified map of the Cueva Mayor karstic system and the location of the El Portalón
site. (D) View of the El Portalón site excavation area.
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Figure S2: Chalcolithic funerary context in the El Portalón site. (A) View of the excavation
area during the excavation of the tumular structure. (B) Detail of the ATP12-1420 burial with
associated pottery fragments. (C) ATP-1420 burial. (D) Reconstruction of different pottery
vessels associated to the burials. (E) Different grave good objects found in the burials:
cylindrical and circular bone beads, two fragmented slate archery armguards and flint
arrowheads.
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Figure S3: Deamination pattern for the eight samples sequenced for this study.
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Figure S4: The prehistoric population haplogroup frequencies from Dataset S2 displayed as
a histogram.
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Figure S5: Individual PCAs for all ancient individuals together with present-day European
populations.
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Figure S5 (continued)
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Figure S5 (continued)
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Figure S6: PCA of all ancient samples together with Western Eurasian and North African
populations.

47

Figure S7: PCA of all ancient samples together with Western Eurasian and Caucasian
populations.
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Figure S8: Outgroup f3 statistics (measuring shared drift between pairs of populations) for
all eight El Portalón individuals and Western Eurasian populations from the Human Origins
data set. All ancient farmers share most drift with present-day South-Western Europeans.
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Figure S9: Scaled diversity of different ancient populations.

Figure S10: Treemix results with four migration events.

50

Figure S11: Genomic affinities of eight ancient farmers with Sardinians and three different
Basque populations. Error bars show two standard errors.
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Figure S12: Shared drift measured as outgroup f3 for all ancient farmers with Sardinians
and Spanish Basques. The El Portalón individuals and Gok2 share similar amounts of drift
with both modern populations whereas all other farmers share more drift with Sardinians.
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Figure S13: Genomic affinities of modern-day Basques to different ancient farmers.
Negative values imply stronger affinities with El Portalón individuals. Error bars show two
standard errors.
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Table S1: Dating and archaeological context of the sequenced samples.
Sample ID &
Provenance

aDNA
lab code

Radiocarbon
lab code

Conventional
Radiocarbon
Age (yr BP)

Age
(cal BP)

Cultural Context

Description

ATP-HUMAN 2
†

ATP2

Beta-386394

4210±30

4849-4628

Pre-bell
Beaker/Chalcolithic

Almost
complete
subadult right femur

ATP-HUMAN 3
†

ATP3

Beta-368281

4650±30

5466-5312

Pre-bell
Beaker/Chalcolithic

Adult right humeral
shaft

Clandestine pit

Level 7/8 - Funerary Tumulus
ATP-HUMAN 7

ATP7

Beta-368285

4460±40

5295-4894

Pre-bell
Beaker/Chalcolithic

Fragment of a right
tibial shaft

ATP-HUMAN 16

ATP16

Beta-368289

4400±30

5211-4866

Pre-bell
Beaker/Chalcolithic

Adult
vertebra

ATP-HUMAN 17

ATP17

Beta-368290

4280±30

4957-4821

Pre-bell
Beaker/Chalcolithic

Adult proximal foot
phalange

ATP-HUMAN 20

ATP20

Beta-368293

3770±30

4239-4000

Pre-bell
Beaker/Chalcolithic

Adult
metacarpal 3

ATP-HUMAN 21
(ATP12’-1420)

MATOJO

Beta-368295

4300±30

4960-4829

Pre-bell
Beaker/Chalcolithic

Complete
skeleton

ATP9

Beta-386395

3390±30

3700-3568

Middle Bronze Age

Complete adult right
calcaneus

torathic

right

subadult

Main Gallery
ATP-HUMAN 9

(†) Samples from disturbed sediments but associated to Chalcolithic cultural context based on their absolute chronology.
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Individual

Percent human DNA§

Genome coverage

mt coverage

mt haplogroup

Y haplogroup

Biological sex

Age (C14 cal BP)

Contamination [25]

95% CI

Informative sites

Consensus alleles

Alternative alleles

proportion authentic [26]

Average fragment length¶ [bp]

Table S2: Summary of obtained information, genetic and radiocarbon, from the 8 El Portalón
individuals in this study.

ATP2

39.1-40.9

4.08

341.2

U5b3

H2

XY

48494628

0.1

0-0.3

4

1444

2

0.9830.999

61.2

ATP3

1.9-2.5

0.03

14.4

K1a2b

-

XY

54665312

0

0-7.2

3

40

0

0.5280.997

79.3

ATP7

0.8-2.2

0.04

16.8

J1c1b
1

-

XX

52954894

9.2

3.814.6

7

99

10

0.6630.997

79.8

ATP9

4.8-23.8

0.41

35.4

U5b1b

-

XX

37003568

1.4

0-3.3

4

144

2

0.8360.999

84.6

ATP16

5.4-9.9

1.11

68.7

X2c

-

XX

52114866

1.4

0.22.7

5

342

5

0.9060.999

86.2

ATP17

1.9-2.0

0.03

3.6

H3

-

XY

49574821

-

-

-

-

-

0.0800.990

99

ATP20

1.6-1.7

0.01

3.6

U5a1c

-

XX

42394000

-

-

-

-

-

0.0830.990

79.5

ATP121420

6.0-8.2

1.21

230.8

H3c

I2a
2a

XY

49604829

0.5

0-1.1

2

582

3

0.9710.999

81.5

§

varying between different libraries
only sequences longer than 35bp and mapping to the human genome with a minimum
mapping score of 30 were considered
¶
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Table S3: X chromosome based estimates of contamination. All estimates are in percent.

Individual

Method 1

Method2

Point estimate

Standard error

Point estimate

Standard error

ATP12-1420

1.675

0.161

0.788

0.149

ATP2

2.758

0.152

2.553

0.227

Loschbour

0.778

0.044

0.837

0.111

Iceman

1.483

0.085

1.270

0.141

LaBrana1

1.041

0.099

0.825

0.129

KO1

0.454

0.090

0.176

0.109

NE5

0.888

0.181

0.495

0.123

NE6

0.456

0.125

0.270

0.112

NE7

0.803

0.138

0.452

0.113

Motala12

0.221

0.053

0.109

0.039

MA1

0.614

0.098

0.473

0.122

Ajv58

1.173

0.128

0.918

0.136
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Table S4: Mitochondrial haplogroup defining markers.
Individual
ATP2

Haplogroup
U5b3

ATP3

K1a2b

ATP7

J1c1b1

ATP9

U5b1b

ATP16

X2c

ATP17

H3

ATP20

U5a1c1a

ATP12-1420

H3c

SNPs defining called hg
146T, 150T, 152T, 228A, 247G, 769G, 825T, 1018G, 2758G,
2885T, 3197C, 3594C, 4104A, 4312C, 7146A, 7226A, 7256C,
7521G, 8468C, 8655C, 8701A, 9477A, 9540T, 10398A,
10664C, 10688G, 10810T, 10873T, 10915T, 11467G, 11914G,
12308G, 12372A, 12705C, 13105A, 13276A, 13506C, 13617C,
13650C, 14182C, 16129G, 16187C, 16189T, 16192T, 16223C,
16230A, 16270T, 16278C, 16304C, 16311T
146T, 152T, 195T, 247G, 497T, 769G, 825T, 1018G, 1811G,
2758G, 2885T, 3480G, 3594C, 4104A, 4312C, 7146A, 7256C,
8005C, 8468C, 8655C, 8701A, 9055A, 9540T, 9698C, 10550G,
10664C, 10810T, 10873T, 10915T, 11025C, 11299C, 11467G,
11914G, 12308G, 12372A, 12705C, 13105A, 13276A, 13506C,
13650C, 14167T, 16093C, 16129G, 16187C, 16189T, 16223C,
16224C, 16230A, 16278C
146T, 152T, 185A, 195T, 228A, 247G, 295T, 482C, 769G, 825T,
1018G, 2758G, 2885T, 3010A, 3394C, 3594C, 4104A, 4312C,
5773A, 7146A, 7184G, 7256C, 7521G, 8468C, 8655C, 8701A,
9540T, 10688G, 10810T, 10873T, 10915T, 11914G, 12705C,
13105A, 13276A, 13506C, 13650C, 14798C, 16069T, 16126C,
16129G, 16187C, 16189T, 16223C, 16230A, 16278C, 16311T
146T, 150T, 152T, 195T, 247G, 769G, 825T, 1018G, 2758G,
2885T, 3197C, 3594C, 4104A, 4312C, 5656G, 7146A, 7256C,
7521G, 7768G, 8468C, 8655C, 8701A, 9477A, 9540T, 10398A,
10664C, 10688G, 10810T, 10873T, 10915T, 11467G, 11914G,
12308G, 12372A, 12705C, 13105A, 13276A, 13506C, 13617C,
13650C, 14182C, 16129G, 16187C, 16192T, 16223C, 16230A,
16270T, 16278C, 16311T
146T, 152T, 153G, 225A, 227G, 247G, 769G, 825T, 1018G,
1719A, 2758G, 2885T, 3594C, 4104A, 4312C, 6371T, 7146A,
7256C, 7521G, 8468C, 8655C, 8701A, 9540T, 10398A,
10664C, 10688G, 10810T, 10873T, 10915T, 11914G, 13105A,
13276A, 13506C, 13650C, 13966G, 14470C, 16129G, 16187C,
16230A, 16255A, 16311T
73A, 146T, 152T, 195T, 247G, 769G, 825T, 1018G, 2706A,
2758G, 2885T, 3594C, 4104A, 4312C, 6776C, 7256C, 8468C,
8655C, 8701A, 9540T, 10398A, 10664C, 10688G, 10810T,
10873T, 10915T, 11719G, 11914G, 12705C, 13105A, 13276A,
13506C, 13650C, 14766C, 16129G, 16187C, 16189T, 16223C,
16230A, 16278C, 16311T
146T, 152T, 153G, 247G, 769G, 825T, 1018G, 2758G, 2885T,
3197C, 3594C, 4312C, 7256C, 8468C, 8655C, 8701A, 9477A,
9540T, 10398A, 10664C, 10688G, 10810T, 10873T, 10915T,
11467G, 11914G, 12308G, 12372A, 12705C, 13105A, 13276A,
13506C, 13617C, 13650C, 13802T, 16129G, 16187C, 16189T,
16192T, 16223C, 16230A, 16256T, 16278C, 16320T, 16399G
73A, 146T, 152T, 195T, 247G, 769G, 825T, 1018G, 2706A,
2758G, 2885T, 3594C, 4104A, 4312C, 6776C, 7028C, 7146A,
7256C, 7521G, 8468C, 8655C, 8701A, 9540T, 10398A,
10664C, 10688G, 10810T, 10873T, 10915T, 11719G, 11914G,
12705C, 12957C, 13105A, 13276A, 13506C, 13650C, 14766C,
16129G, 16187C, 16189T, 16223C, 16230A, 16278C, 16311T

Other diagnostic SNPs
6079T, 8860A, 16519T

12397G

4769A, 6156T, 6169T,
6172T, 6173T, 16519T

8838A, 10172A, 11878C,
12630A, 13722G, 16221T,
16362C, 16519T

15314A, 16207G

4769A, 7702A, 7729G,
8573A, 9182A, 16093C

195T, 7013A,
16519T

14766C,

7493T, 8860A, 16399G
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Table S5: Y-Haplogroup defining markers for ATP2.
Position (hg19)

Marker-ID

Mutation

Allele in ATP2

Associated
Haplogroup

Sequencing Depth

7374927

L985

A->C

C

A1

2

18759708

L1053

C->A

A

A1

2

21646577

L1013

C->A

A

A1

4

9108252

P187

G->T

T

F

4

14832620

M235

T->G

G

F

1

18097251

P159

C->A

A

F

1

6932824

L279

G->T

T

H2

3

8353840

L281

T->G

G

H2

3

14869743

P96

C->A

A

H2

2

Table S6: Y-Haplogroup defining markers for ATP12-1420.
Position (hg19)

Marker-ID

Mutation

Allele in ATP12-1420

Associated
Haplogroup

Sequencing Depth

18759708

L1053

C->A

A

A1

1

19038302

P124

A->C

C

IJ

1

7879415

L460

A->C

C

I2a

1

7716262

S151, L34

A->C

C

I2a2a

2

8353707

P221, S120

C->A

A

I2a2a

1

Table S7: Allelic state at major SNPs involved in appearance and lactase persistence.
SNP

Gene

Phenotype

ATP2

ATP3

ATP7

ATP9

ATP16

rs4988235

LCT

Lactase
persistence

A(9)

rs1426654

SLC24A5

Pigmentation

D(7)

D(1)

rs16891982

SLC45A2

Pigmentation

A(7)

A(1)/D
(1)

A(2)/D(
1)

rs1805007

MC1R

Red hair/fair
skin

A(5)/D*(1)

A(2)

A(3)

rs12913832

HERC2/
OCA2

Brown/blue
eyes

A*(2)/D(3)

A(3)

A(3)

ATP17

ATP20

ATP12
-1420

La
Brana

Ref

A(1)

A(6)/D
*(1)

[123]

D(3)

A(3)

[124]

A(1)

A(6)

[125]

A(7)

[126]

D(3)

[127]

A(5)

A='ancestral', D='derived', *=potential post mortem damage, allele counts are given in
parentheses
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Table S8: Transversion SNPs overlapping with the Human Origins Array for all ancient
individuals used in this study.
Individual

Number of merged SNPs

Reference

ATP16

78048

this study

ATP17

3676

this study

ATP20

1959

this study

ATP2

107245

this study

ATP3

3749

this study

ATP7

5126

this study

ATP12-1420

84616

this study

ATP9

42498

this study

Ajv58

98091

[20]

Gok2

74797

[20]

Iceman

108306

[74]

LaBrana1

105040

[73]

Stuttgart

110511

[19]

Loschbour

110644

[19]

Motala12

99558

[19]

Motala1

17791

[19]

Motala2

15434

[19]

Motala3

47941

[19]

MA1

79226

[76]

NE1

110168

[71]

NE2

15891

[71]

NE5

61857

[71]

NE6

71201

[71]

NE7

68584

[71]

CO1

64895

[71]

KO1

74657

[71]
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Table S9: Transversion SNPs overlapping with the SNPs polymorphic in Yorubans for
ancient individuals used in sequence comparisons.
Individual

Overlapping transversion SNPs

CO1

927,597

ATP9

595,912

ATP12-1420

1,240,025

ATP16

1,188,376

ATP2

1,609,208

MA1

1,080,499

Motala12

1,449,550

Loschbour

1,721,454

Ajv58

1,408,191

LaBrana

1,435,379

Stuttgart

1,702,338

Gok2

880,246

Iceman

1,401,203

NE1

1,709,509

Table S10: Results for Treemix allowing for four migration events.
Source

Target

Admixture
proportion

Standard error

P value

Motala12

MA1

0.45642

0.0447847

<2.22507e-308

Ajv58

Gok2

0.325296

0.0369275

<2.22507e-308

(LaBrana,
Loschbour)

ATP2

0.300488

0.0300551

2.95E-010

Ajv58

Iceman

0.186735

0.036777

1.11E-016
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Table S11: Results for Treemix estimating the weight of pre-defined migration events.
Source

Target

Admixture
proportion

Standard error

P value

Ajv58

Gok2

0.140017

0.0316838

4.44E-006

LaBrana

Gok2

0.0698887

0.0399433

0.0382792

Loschbour

Gok2

0.107201

0.0392299

0.00295297

Ajv58

Iceman

0.106289

0.022066

7.89E-007

LaBrana

Iceman

0.0790324

0.0158708

3.69E-007

Loschbour

Iceman

0.0439413

0.0243951

0.0369624

Ajv58

ATP2

0.0769008

0.0180367

1.06E-005

LaBrana

ATP2

0.102443

0.0162427

1.50E-010

Loschbour

ATP2

0.100224

0.0302679

0.000503037

Ajv58

CO1

0.0831047

0.0154387

3.59E-008

LaBrana

CO1

0.0742148

0.017967

1.66E-005

Loschbour

CO1

0.0560112

0.0183718

0.00106859
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Table S12: Sequence based Dtest results for affinities of ancient farmers to different HG
populations. D statistics were calculated as D(Yorubans, ancient famer; HG1, HG2).
Farmer

HG1

HG2

D

Standard error

Z

ATP2

LaBrana

Loschbour

0.0100089055

0.005918496

1.6911231391

ATP2

Ajv58

Loschbour

0.011999459

0.006038529

1.9871493455

ATP2

Ajv58

LaBrana

0.0020727261

0.0056880863

0.364397792

ATP2

Motala12

Loschbour

0.0272963351

0.0060047387

4.545799019

ATP2

Motala12

LaBrana

0.0169569597

0.0058465701

2.9003260647

ATP2

Motala12

Ajv58

0.013187086

0.0059559941

2.2140864614

Iceman

LaBrana

Loschbour

-0.0031948685

0.0058733537

-0.5439598283

Iceman

Ajv58

Loschbour

-0.0130054155

0.0059790477

-2.175165018

Iceman

Ajv58

LaBrana

-0.0109442444

0.0055230748

-1.9815491963

Iceman

Motala12

Loschbour

0.0036374401

0.005805799

0.6265184394

Iceman

Motala12

LaBrana

0.0068744066

0.0056967946

1.206714849

Iceman

Motala12

Ajv58

0.0166183365

0.0057981467

2.8661462765

NE1

LaBrana

Loschbour

-0.0016330068

0.0057287663

-0.2850538452

NE1

Ajv58

Loschbour

-0.0074982355

0.0057387591

-1.3065952601

NE1

Ajv58

LaBrana

-0.0071108574

0.0054098946

-1.3144170001

NE1

Motala12

Loschbour

0.0052839183

0.0058906811

0.8969961539

NE1

Motala12

LaBrana

0.0062377409

0.0057035371

1.0936618502

NE1

Motala12

Ajv58

0.0115210123

0.0058517405

1.968818064

Stuttgart

LaBrana

Loschbour

0.0099853325

0.005770986

1.7302645502

Stuttgart

Ajv58

Loschbour

-0.0002055653

0.0058448342

-0.0351704305

Stuttgart

Ajv58

LaBrana

-0.0122728266

0.0055481769

-2.2120467473

Stuttgart

Motala12

Loschbour

0.0041721847

0.00577113

0.7229406817

Stuttgart

Motala12

LaBrana

-0.0057968941

0.0056313737

-1.0293925392

Stuttgart

Motala12

Ajv58

0.0045178295

0.0056456527

0.8002315644

Gok2

LaBrana

Loschbour

0.0114799548

0.0059820572

1.9190646946

Gok2

Ajv58

Loschbour

-0.0142311176

0.0059269545

-2.4010843472

Gok2

Ajv58

LaBrana

-0.0236128572

0.0058074948

-4.0659282397

Gok2

Motala12

Loschbour

0.0144749405

0.0060112922

2.4079582159

Gok2

Motala12

LaBrana

0.0023842737

0.0059563059

0.4002940332

Gok2

Motala12

Ajv58

0.029305679

0.0059710692

4.907945
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Table S13: Correlation of age and f4(Mbuti, ref_HG; ref_farmer, farmer) for different
reference individuals.
ref_HG

ref_farmer

R2(f4(Mbuti, ref_HG; ref_farmer, farmer), calBP(farmer))

Loschbour

Stuttgart

0.6167983135

Loschbour

NE1

0.5811809207

Loschbour

NE5

0.5551230349

Loschbour

NE6

0.635415306

LaBrana

Stuttgart

0.5114420387

LaBrana

NE1

0.4893954384

LaBrana

NE5

0.4374938774

LaBrana

NE6

0.6377920928

Motala12

Stuttgart

0.2965967078

Motala12

NE1

0.3025798589

Motala12

NE5

0.2252426015

Motala12

NE6

0.249633664
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